
ENCOURAGE
COMMUNICATION
SEND MENTORING

Give us a call:
020 8059 4135

Drop us an email:
info@EncourageEducation.org.uk

Enquire on our website:
encourageeducation.org.uk



OUR MISSION
To facilitate and promote welcoming yet beneficial
learning standards for young people from all
backgrounds. 

We aim to prepare individuals to attain their full
potential by encouraging a healthy learning foundation
for them to grow. 

Specialist 1:1 mentoring for young people who are
diagnosed with autism, ADHD, SEMH and SEND.
We work with young people from the ages of 4 to
25 who require daily and or extra-curricular
academic support.

OUR SERVICES

FULLY QUALIFIED EXPERTISE
We have a fully qualified team of experts dedicated
to identifying the specific needs of every young
person we work with. 

This approach enables us to create bespoke
programmes suitable to meeting the needs of young
people.



The aim of the Encourage
Communication programme is to
provide authentic meaningful long-term
support to young people with SEND. 

Our core values are outlined in
our ethos: 

Relate – to create sincere
connections with young people
through empathy, understanding
and building rapport. 

Restore – to re-establish the
hopes, dreams and aspirations of
young people. 

Renew – rebuild and encourage
confidence and capabilities. 

ETHOS
OUR



THE

REFERRAL
PROCESS

The Encourage Communication programme endeavours to
create a bespoke mentoring programme for each pupil enrolled. 

In creating each programme we consider: 

2. The young person's areas for development as
highlighted by their EHC plan. 

3. Views/goals set by the SENCO

4. Perspectives of subject teachers and parents 

1. Our ethos as an organisation. 
Our ethos is the cornerstone of our approach when working
with young people and serves as a prerequisite benchmark to
any of our services.  

We consider the needs and objectives set out in EHC plans as
the foundation when setting ideal outcomes.  

We consult the SENCO to ascertain if there are any additional
considerations to be taken into account.  

We aim to understand the perspectives of both subject teachers
and parents, this allows us to gain an all-encompassing view of
the young person.  



OUR

Relate Restore Renew
The Encourage
Communication
programme’s
introductory stage is
called relate. 

The relate stage is
made up of nine core
topics that allow our
mentors to build
rapport and gain an
insight into the
interests, mindset
and views of the
student. 

The relate stage
topics include
sessions focusing on
behaviour and
attainment, learning
experiences, self
regulation,
confidence and
aiming high,
managing
relationships, life at
home, friendships &
self respect and the
online world. 

The restore stage  is
dedicated to building
on the positive
relationship that has
been established with
the student from the
relate stage.

The structure of the
restore stage varies
depending on the
feedback provided by
the mentor from the
relate stage.

The mentor will
consult with the
SENCO, students
teachers and parents
to set any additional
goals or desired
outcomes. 

The mentor will
provide progress
reports throughout
the relate, restore and
renew stages of the
programme, typically
provided at the end
of each term. 

 

The renew stage
continues to further
the progress made in
the relate and restore
phases.  

Parents, subject
teachers and the
SENCO are updated
with progress reports
from the previous
phases and are
consulted in the
development of any
new long-term goals
set for the young
person.

We will compare and
contrast the students
overall behaviour,
attainment and
targets over the
course of the
enrolment period to
measure progress.  

  

RELATE - RESTORE - RENEW



STANDARD
£90 per hour

ENCOURAGE COMMUNICATION

PRICE LIST

MOST POPULAR
£70 per hour

BEST VALUE

Whole Academic Year
The best support package for
consistent learning development

£50 per hour

STANDARD
£50 per hour

The programme requires a minimum of 10 hours per week. 

10 hours per week allows for 2 students in each year group. 

All enrolled pupils will receive 1 hour of 1:1 mentoring per week. 

Holiday Sessions
Ideal for catching up or getting ahead
of the upcoming term.

Two Terms
The ideal preparation ahead of core
exam terms.

One Term
Great for supporting tough terms and
exam preparation.



GET IN TOUCH
LETS FIND A SOLUTION TOGETHER

Give us a call:
020 8059 4135

Drop us an email:
info@EncourageEducation.org.uk

Enquire on our website:
encourageeducation.org.uk

It doesn't matter how you contact us but we would

love find a way we can help support you.

Education Without walls
ENCOURAGE EDUCATION


